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Abstract 23 

The human intestinal cell lines: Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells have been used 24 

extensively in 2D and 3D cell cultures as simple models of the small intestinal 25 

epithelium in vitro. This study aimed to investigate the potential of three hydrogel 26 

scaffolds to support the 3D culture of Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells and critically 27 

assess their use as scaffolds to stimulate villi formation to model a small intestinal 28 

epithelium in vitro. Here, alginate, L-pNIPAM, and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogels 29 

were investigated. The cells were suspended within or layered on these hydrogels 30 

and maintained under static or dynamic culture conditions for up to 21 days. Caco-2 31 

cell viability was increased when layered on the synthetic hydrogel scaffolds, but 32 

reduced when suspended within the synthetic hydrogels. In contrast, HT29-MTX 33 

cells remained viable when suspended within or layered on all 3D cultures. 34 

Interestingly, cells cultured in and on the alginate hydrogel scaffolds formed 35 

multilayer spheroid structures, whilst the cells layered on synthetic hydrogels formed 36 

villus-like structures. Immunohistochemistry staining demonstrated positive 37 

expression of enterocyte differentiation markers and goblet cell marker. In 38 

conclusion, L-pNIPAM hydrogel scaffolds supported both cell lines and induced 39 

formation of villus-like structures when cells were layered on and cultured under 40 

dynamic conditions. The ability of the L-pNIPAM to recapitulate the 3D structure and 41 

differentiate main cell types of human intestinal villi may deliver a potential 42 

alternative in vitro model for studying intestinal disease and for drug testing. 43 

 44 

 45 

 46 
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Abbreviations: 48 

ISEMF: Intestinal subepithelial myofibroblast; PLGA: Poly Lactic-co-Glycolic Acid; 49 

NIPAM: N-isopropylacrylamide; AIBN: 2-2'-azobisisobutyronitrile; LCST: lower critical 50 

solution temperature; DMA: dynamic mechanical analysis; DMAc: N, N' –51 

dimethylacrylamide; SEM: scanning electron microscopy; i.d: internal dimension; 52 

IHC: Immunohistochemistry; ZO-1: zonulin-1; ALP: alkaline phosphatase; DPP IV: 53 

dipeptidyl peptidase 4; SI: sucrase-isomaltase. L-pNIPAM: hydrogel composed of 54 

9% NIPAM, 1% Laponite® and 90% water (by weight); L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc: 55 

hydrogel composed of 7.83% NIPAM, 1.17% DMAc, 1% Laponite® and 90% water 56 

(by weight)(see methods). 57 

 58 

  59 
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1. Introduction   60 

In vitro 3D intestinal models are becoming useful tools for investigating how human 61 

intestinal cells function and are regulated [1]. The studies of intestinal cellular 62 

proliferation, migration, differentiation, and drug absorption using in vivo models 63 

have limitations. These include difficulties in controlling the cell behaviour, their 64 

responses to specific environmental prompts, and the way in which they absorb 65 

compounds [1,2]. Hence, this has led to the development of a number of 3D in vitro 66 

intestinal models. It is suggested that these 3D models could be useful to investigate 67 

tissue engineering, drug discovery, and used as an alternative to in vivo animal 68 

models in drug toxicity studies [3–5]. Previously, in vitro intestinal models have been 69 

limited to 2D cell culture [6,7], however, a number of studies have attempted to 70 

develop 3D intestinal models in vitro to mimic the morphological characteristics and 71 

function of intestinal epithelial cells to represent the micro-environment seen in vivo 72 

[2,8,9]. The choice of cells within the models is a major challenge due to the 73 

restricted accessibility to obtain sufficient quantity of primary cells which are required 74 

for 3D in vitro intestinal models [10]. 75 

To date, a number of normal and tumour cell types have been tested for their ability 76 

to generate intestinal epithelial models. When rat intestinal epithelial cell line (IEC-6) 77 

were seeded on top of rat intestinal subepithelial myofibroblasts (ISEMF) embedded 78 

in a collagen gel, the ISEMF were shown to induce differentiation of the overlying 79 

IEC-6 cells into enteroendocrine cells after 3 weeks [11]. Viney et al, (2010) co-80 

cultured IEC-6, IPI-21 (small boar ileum epithelial cell line), and CRL-2102 (human 81 

epithelial cell line derived from colorectal adenocarcinoma) with Rat-2 (fibroblast-like 82 

cells) on collagen gel alone or on a collagen-Matrigel scaffold. They demonstrated 83 

that the greatest epithelial growth was seen on collagen gels supplemented with 84 
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Matrigel after 20 days, where they observed multi-layered intestinal epithelium 85 

containing a cluster of cells resembling native small intestinal crypts [12].  86 

To reduce the cost and ethical concerns raised by using in vivo animal models, 87 

Caco-2 and HT29-MTX human colon adenocarcinoma cell lines have been 88 

extensively employed in in vitro models. These cells have been selected due to their 89 

capacity to differentiate into enterocyte-like cells and mucus-producing goblet cells 90 

respectively, plus they demonstrated properties which are characteristic of the small 91 

intestine in vitro [13]. In 2D culture, Caco-2 cells form a monolayer, and 92 

spontaneously differentiate when confluent, expressing morphological and functional 93 

characteristics of enterocytes. These cells display polarized morphology, with 94 

microvilli on the apical side, tight junctions between the adjacent cells and express 95 

high levels of hydrolase enzymes such as alkaline phosphatase, sucrase-isomaltase, 96 

and peptidase [14–17]. Whereas HT29-MTX cells are characterized by the 97 

development of confluent monolayers, junction formation and express high level of 98 

mucus [18].  99 

It has been shown, that the use of 3D scaffolds can drive cell proliferation and 100 

differentiation [1,19]. However, the cell growth rate varies depending on the scaffold 101 

used. Hence, the selection of scaffolds and matrices depends on cell type and other 102 

culture conditions [3]. Previous studies have investigated a number of potential 103 

biomaterial scaffolds for the formation of 3D models of the small intestine [1,20]. 104 

Collagen gel has been widely used as a scaffold to develop a 3D model of the small 105 

intestine, although collagen gels are limited by batch variation. Most notably, Caco-2 106 

cells have been investigated within 3D collagen scaffolds which were fabricated prior 107 

to seeding to match the geometry of intestinal villi. On these moulded collagen 108 

scaffolds, Caco-2 cells proliferated and migrated to form structures resembling 109 
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intestinal villi [1,19,21]. Sung et al, (2011) demonstrated that the fabricated micro-110 

scale collagen structure mimicking the intestinal villi and could be used as a scaffold 111 

for Caco-2 cells in the investigation of drug permeability [22]. In addition, several 112 

studies have exploited biodegradable fabricated co-polymers such as poly lactic-co-113 

glycolic acid (PLGA). These scaffold moulds have been used in co-culture studies of 114 

Caco-2 and HT29-MTX and were shown to give rise to villi-like structures [1,23]. 115 

However, to date, no realistic 3D models which form intestinal villi without 116 

prefabrication of structures prior to culture have been achieved.  117 

Hence, this study aimed to investigate alternative hydrogels which could be used to 118 

develop a 3D model of the small intestinal villi in vitro. A number of hydrogels have 119 

potential in the tissue engineering of small intestinal villi. Calcium cross-linked 120 

alginate hydrogels are increasingly being used as a 3D culture system for 121 

mammalian cells in biomedical engineering studies [24,25]. Alginate is generally 122 

softer than some of the more commonly used collagen gels and enables facile 123 

diffusion of nutrients and cellular migration, which may be beneficial in the formation 124 

of villi structures. Here we investigated three hydrogels which have not been 125 

previously used in 3D culture for immortalized human intestinal epithelial cells: an 126 

alginate hydrogel;  a novel synthetic non-biodegradable hydrogel systems L-pNIPAM 127 

[26,27] and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc [28]. As these hydrogels are highly hydrated, it is 128 

hypothesized that this would support the growth of a small intestinal model, which 129 

could mimic the cellular phenotypes of the small intestine. The latter two have been 130 

developed by our group, these hydrogels can be closely controlled and due to their 131 

synthetic nature do not display batch variation which is a major disadvantage of 132 

natural materials. Furthermore as these hydrogels display an extremely low viscosity 133 

they can be moulded into any shape required and enable incorporation of cells either 134 
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pre or post gelation. Thus if these systems are shown to support intestinal cells here 135 

they could be utilised in more complex culture systems in the future, e.g. they could 136 

be used to line tubing to mimic more closely the structures seen in the intestine. 137 

Furthermore, we have previously validated that these hydrogels are cytocompatible 138 

[28]. Here, we investigated the potential of these three hydrogel systems to support 139 

the 3D culture of Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells and determine their use as scaffolds 140 

to support formation of the villi architecture of the in vitro small intestine. 141 

2. Materials and methods 142 

2.1. Hydrogel scaffolds synthesis 143 

2.1.1. Alginate hydrogel scaffolds 144 

1.2% (w/v) medium viscosity of alginic acid sodium salt (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK) 145 

in 0.15M NaCl (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK) and filter sterilized. To prepare alginate: 146 

300µL alginate was added to each well of 48 well plates for histological assessment 147 

and 100µL added to each well of 96 well plates for metabolic activity analysis. 148 

Alginate was carefully overlaid with 300µL in 48 well plates and 100µL in 96 well 149 

plates of 200mM CaCl2 and incubated at 37°C for 10 min to induce gelation. 150 

2.1.2. L-pNIPAM hydrogel scaffolds  151 

Laponite clay nanoparticles (25–30 nm diameter, ≤1 nm thickness) (0.1g) were 152 

dispersed in deionised H2O (9.0ml) (18 mΩ) for 24 h. N-isopropyl acrylamide (BYK 153 

Additives Ltd, Cheshire, UK) was prepared by vigorous stirring of 99% NIPAM (0.9g) 154 

(Sigma, Poole, UK) and 1% 2-2’-azobisisobutyro nitrile (AIBN) (0.009g) (Sigma, 155 

Poole, UK) for 1h. After passing the suspension through a 5 – 8µm pore filter paper, 156 

the polymerization was initiated by heating to 80°C and the reagents were allowed to 157 
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react for 24h. It was observed that after heating the monomeric suspension to 80°C, 158 

the transparent liquid transforms to a milky suspension, which is comprised of a 159 

statistical co-polymer with a composition of 1% Laponite, 9% pNIPAM, and 90% 160 

water (by weight) [26,27]. Following 24h the hydrogel suspension was cooled to 38 - 161 

39°C prior to cell incorporation. Further cooling of the polymeric suspension to 32°C, 162 

i.e. below the lower critical solution temperature (LCST) resulted in rapid gelation to 163 

a solidified hydrogel. 164 

2.1.3. L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogel scaffolds 165 

L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogel was synthesized as previously described [28] Briefly, 166 

0.1g Laponite clay nanoparticles (25-30nm diameter, ≤1nm thickness) were 167 

dispersed in deionised H2O (9.0ml) (18mΩ) for 24h. N-isopropyl acrylamide (BYK 168 

Additives Ltd, Cheshire, UK) was prepared by vigorous stirring 0.783g NIPAM 169 

(Sigma, Poole, UK), 0.117g N,N'-dimethyl acrylamide (DMAc) (Sigma, Gillingham, 170 

UK) and 0.009g 2-2’-azobisisobutyro nitrile (AIBN) (Sigma, Poole, UK) were added 171 

to the suspension and stirred for 1h. After passing the suspension through a 5-8µm 172 

pore filter paper, the polymerization was initiated by heating to 80°C and the 173 

reagents were allowed to react for 24h. It was observed that after heating the 174 

monomeric suspension to 80°C, the transparent liquid transformed to a milky 175 

suspension, which is comprised of a statistical co-polymer with a composition of 1% 176 

Laponite, 7.83% pNIPAM, 1.17% DMAc and 90% water (by weight). Following 24h 177 

the hydrogel suspension was cooled to 38-39°C prior to cell incorporation. Further 178 

cooling of the polymeric suspension to 37°C, i.e. below the LCST, resulted in rapid 179 

gelation to a solidified hydrogel.  180 

2.2: Material Characterisation 181 
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2.2.1: Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 182 

The morphology of all samples was investigated using a scanning electron 183 

microscope, the samples were taken as prepared and frozen at -80°C and 184 

subsequently freeze dried using (FD-1A-50) and fractured into two or more pieces to 185 

obtain a cross-sectional edges. Samples were then mounted onto aluminium stubs 186 

and gold coated using (Q150T-ES sputter coater (Quorum, UK). (10lA sputter 187 

current for 190 s with a 2.7 tooling factor).  188 

The fractured samples were examined using (FEI NOVA nano-SEM 200 scanning 189 

electron microscope). Images were obtained using accelerating voltage 5 KV with a 190 

range of magnifications (1000 to 10,000). From images captured, six images were 191 

randomly selected for each sample at 2400 magnification and pore sizes measured 192 

using the Capture Pro OEM v8.0 software (Media Cybernetics, Buckinghamshire, 193 

UK),  194 

2.2.2: Dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) 195 

Samples were either cast directly into an in-house designed sample holder for 196 

synthetic hydrogel samples or by making 3mm thick sheet at room temperature (2 h), 197 

and a circular biopsy punch (4.5mm i.d.) was used to remove cylindrical samples 198 

from the solid alginate, all samples dimensions were confirmed using digital callipers 199 

prior to measurement. 200 

DMA was conducted in compression mode, using frequency testing type (0.063 - 10 201 

Hz) at room temperature (PerkinElmer DMA 8000) and storage moduli determined. 202 

Six replicates for each sample were measured. 203 

 204 
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2.3. Cell lines  205 

The human immortal epithelial cell lines Caco-2, (passage 18-27), and HT29-MTX 206 

cells, (passage 25-30), were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection 207 

(ATCC). Cells were cultured in complete cell culture media consisting of DMEM 208 

media (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) supplemented with 20% (v/v) heat-inactivated 209 

foetal calf serum (FCS) for Caco-2 cells and 10% (v/v) FCS for HT29-MTX cells (Life 210 

Technologies, Paisley, UK), 100U/M penicillin (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK), 211 

100µg/ml streptomycin (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK), 250ng/ml amphotericin 212 

(Sigma, Poole, UK), 2mM glutamine (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) and 1% (v/v) 213 

non-essential amino acids (NEAA) (Sigma, Poole, UK). Cells were maintained in an 214 

incubator at 37°C temperature and 5% CO2 in a humid atmosphere. Culture medium 215 

was replaced every 2 days. At 70-80% confluence, cells were washed with PBS (Life 216 

technologies, Paisley, UK) and then treated with 0.25% w/v trypsin-EDTA (Life 217 

technologies, Paisley, UK) and sub-cultured.  218 

2.3.1. Culture conditions  219 

Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells were seeded at a density of 2x106 cells/ml either 220 

suspended in or layered onto the surface of the three hydrogels (alginate, L-221 

pNIPAM, and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc).  222 

To prepare suspended cells in alginate culture: 2x106 cells/ml were suspended in 223 

alginate and 300µL added to each well of 48 well plates for histological assessment 224 

and 100µL added to each well of 96 well plates for metabolic activity analysis. 225 

Alginate was carefully overlaid with 300µL in 48 well plates and 100µL in 96 well 226 

plates of 200mM CaCl2 and incubated at 37°C for 10 min to induce gelation. CaCl2 227 

was removed and samples were washed twice in 0.15M NaCl to remove free Ca2+, 228 
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and complete media, before 500µL of complete culture media was added to each 229 

well of 48 well plate, and 250µL of complete media was added to each well of 96 well 230 

plates. Cells were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 and maintained in culture for 14 and 231 

21 days under static and dynamic 3D culture conditions using an orbital shaker at 30 232 

rpm, with media replenished every 48h. 233 

To prepare L-pNIPAM and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc suspensions: 2x106 cells/ml were 234 

suspended within either L-pNIPAM or L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc at 38-39°C. Three 235 

hundred microliters of hydrogel cell suspension was added to each well of 48 well 236 

plates and 100µL of hydrogel suspension was added to each well of 96 well plates 237 

and allowed to cool below the LCST to induce gelation. Five hundred microliters of 238 

complete culture media were added to each well of 48 well plates and 250µL of 239 

complete culture media was added to each well of 96 well plates. Cells were then 240 

incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 and maintained in culture for 14 and 21 days under static 241 

and dynamic 3D culture conditions using an orbital shaker at 30 rpm. With media 242 

replenished every 48h.  243 

To prepare layered cultures, 300µL of either alginate, L-pNIPAM or L-pNIPAM-co-244 

DMAc were added to each well of 48 well plates and 100µL added to each well of 96 245 

well plates. Alginate culture gelation was induced by application of CaCl2, whilst 246 

gelation of the L-pNIPAM and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc was induced by cooling. 247 

Following gelation 300µL or 100µL of 2x106 cells/ml in complete media were applied 248 

to the surface of each hydrogel construct in 48 and 96 well plates, respectively and a 249 

further 200µL or 150µL complete media added to each well after 30min cell 250 

attachment period. All constructs were incubated at 37°C, 5% CO2 and maintained in 251 

culture for 14 and 21 days under static and dynamic 3D culture conditions using an 252 

orbital shaker at 30 rpm, with media replenished every 48h. 253 
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2.4. Cytospins of monolayer control cells 254 

Monolayer cells were fixed in 4% w/v paraformaldehyde (Sigma, Poole, UK) for 255 

20min. To generate a cell pellet, cells spun at 300g for 5min and suspended in PBS 256 

to a cell density of 300 cell/µl. One hundred microliters of cell suspension was 257 

cytospun by centrifugation at 1000 rpm for 3min (Shandon cytospin 3, Thermo 258 

Scientific, Loughborough, UK). Slides were then air-dried and stored at 4°C until 259 

needed for immunohistochemical investigation. 260 

2.5. Metabolic activity of cells 261 

The metabolic activity of Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells suspended within and layered 262 

on hydrogels under static and dynamic 3D culture conditions were assessed using 263 

Alamar blue assay (Life Technologies, Paisley, UK) in normal complete media after 264 

0-21 days of culture following the manufacturer's protocol. The fluorescent intensity 265 

was recorded using a fluorescence microplate reader (CLARIOstar, BMG 266 

LABTECH) fluorescence excitation wavelength of 590nm. Relative fluorescence 267 

units (RFU) were recorded for cellular hydrogel scaffolds and normalized to RFU of 268 

acellular control scaffolds as an indication of total live cells.  269 

2.6. Histological assessment 270 

Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells were cultured suspended within or layered on each of 271 

the three hydrogel scaffolds, under static or dynamic culture conditions, together with 272 

no cell controls for 14 and 21 days. Triplicate samples were fixed in 4% w/v 273 

paraformaldehyde/PBS for 24h prior to washing in PBS and processed to paraffin 274 

wax in a TP1020 tissue processor (Leica Microsystem, Milton Keynes, UK). Four-275 

micron sections were cut and mounted onto positively charged slides (Leica 276 

Microsystem Milton Keynes, UK). Sections were deparaffinised in Sub-X and 277 
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rehydrated in industrial methylated spirits (IMS) prior to rehydration in distilled water. 278 

Sections were then stained with either: Haematoxylin and Eosin; Mayer's 279 

Haematoxylin (Leica Microsystem, Milton Keynes, UK) for 2 min rinsed in water for 5 280 

min and immersed in Eosin (Leica Microsystem, Milton Keynes, UK) for 1 min);  or 281 

Alcian Blue/Periodic acid Schiff's (PAS): 1% w/v Alcian Blue (PH 2.5) (Sigma-Aldrich, 282 

Poole, UK) in 3% (v/v) acetic acid (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole, UK) for 30 min and 283 

immersed in 0.5% (w/v) Periodic acid  for 10 min and rinsed three times in deionized 284 

water. Slides were then immersed in Schiff reagent (Merck KGaA, Germany) for 10 285 

min, then rinsed three times with deionized water. Following staining, sections were 286 

dehydrated in IMS, cleared with Sub-X and mounted in Pertex (Leica Microsystem, 287 

Milton Keynes, UK). The slides were examined with an Olympus BX 51 microscope 288 

and images captured by the camera and Capture Pro OEM v8.0 software (Media 289 

Cybernetics, Buckinghamshire, UK).  290 

2.7. Immunohistochemical Assessment 291 

Immunohistochemistry was performed on Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells harvested 292 

from monolayer cultures (cytospins) prior to hydrogel incorporation to serve as time 293 

zero controls. Together with cells cultured on the optimal hydrogel culture conditions 294 

for 21 days in culture. Immunohistochemistry was performed to investigate: brush 295 

border differentiation using CD10 antibody (1:100 rabbit polyclonal, enzyme antigen 296 

retrieval) (Abcam, Cambridge, UK); Zonulin 1 (ZO-1) protein expression which is a 297 

tight junction protein expressed by enterocytes using ZO-1 antibody (1:50, enzyme 298 

antigen retrieval) (Abcam, Cambridge, UK); enterocyte differentiation markers: 299 

alkaline phosphatase (ALP) antibody (1:200 rabbit polyclonal, heat antigen retrieval) 300 

(Abcam, Cambridge, UK), dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPP IV) antibody (1:50 mouse 301 

monoclonal, enzyme antigen retrieval) (Abcam, Cambridge, UK); and sucrase-302 
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isomaltase antibody (SI) (1:50, mouse monoclonal antibody, heat antigen retrieval) 303 

(Santa Cruz, Heidelberg, Germany); HT29-MTX differentiation was assessed using 304 

MUC2 antibody (1:100 rabbit polyclonal, heat antigen retrieval) (Santa Cruz, 305 

Heidelberg, Germany) and MUC5AC antibody (1:200, mouse monoclonal antibody, 306 

heat antigen retrieval) (Abcam, Cambridge, UK).  307 

Immunohistochemistry was performed as previously described [29]. Briefly, 4µm 308 

sections were de-waxed, rehydrated, and endogenous peroxidase blocked using 309 

hydrogen peroxide (Sigma-Aldrich, Poole UK). After washing in tris-buffered saline 310 

(TBS) (20 mM tris, 150 mM sodium chloride, pH 7.5), sections were subjected to 311 

antigen retrieval methods. Following TBS washing, nonspecific binding sites were 312 

blocked at room temperature for 90 min with 25% (w/v) serum (Abcam, Cambridge, 313 

UK) in 1% (w/v) bovine serum albumin in TBS. Sections were incubated overnight at 314 

4°C with appropriate primary antibody. Negative controls in which rabbit and mouse 315 

IgGs (Abcam, Cambridge, UK) replaced the primary antibody at an equal IgG 316 

concentration were used. Sections were washed in TBS and then incubated in 1:500 317 

dilution of appropriate biotinylated secondary antibody for 30min at room 318 

temperature. Binding of the secondary antibody was disclosed by horseradish 319 

peroxidase (HRP) streptavidin-biotin complex (Vector Laboratories, Peterborough, 320 

UK) for 30min. Sections were washed in TBS, and treated with 0.08% (v/v) hydrogen 321 

peroxide in 0.65mg/ml 3, 3′-diaminobenzidine tetrahydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich, 322 

Poole, UK) in TBS for 20min. Sections were counterstained with Mayer’s 323 

haematoxylin, dehydrated, cleared and mounted in Pertex. The slides were 324 

examined with an Olympus BX51 microscope and images captured by the camera 325 

and Capture Pro OEM v8.0 software (Media Cybernetics, Buckinghamshire, UK). 326 

2.8. Scanning electron microscopy following cell culture 327 
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After 21 days in culture, samples were processed for scanning electron microscopy 328 

(SEM). Briefly, the samples were removed from the culture, frozen at -80°C then 329 

freeze dried overnight using a FD-1A-50 freeze dryer (Genorise Scientific). The 330 

samples were then fractured to expose the interior surface morphology. The 331 

fractured samples were mounted on aluminum stubs and coated with gold using a 332 

Quorum Technology 150Q TES system set at 10µA sputter current for 180s with a 333 

2.7 tooling factor. The cells were examined using a FEI NOVA nano-200 scanning 334 

electron microscope.  335 

2.9. Statistical analysis 336 

All viability tests were performed at least 6 times. Normality was assessed using 337 

Stats Direct with the normality tests. This utilises multiple normality tests (Skewness, 338 

Kurtosis, Royston Chi-sq, Shapiro Wilk W and Shapiro-Francia W, together with a q-339 

q plot). From this analysis it was demonstrated that the data sets were from mixed 340 

populations with some populations displaying potential normal distribution but others 341 

were shown to be not normally distributed, as such non-parametric tests have been 342 

performed for all data. Therefore statistical comparisons were performed by Kruskal-343 

Wallis with a pairwise comparison (Dwass-Steel-Critchlow-Fligner) between all-time 344 

points and between culture conditions and hydrogel systems for 21 days for Alamar 345 

blue assay with statistical significance accepted at P ≤ 0.05.    346 

3. Results  347 

3.1 Material properties of Alginate, L-pNIPAM and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc 348 

scaffolds. 349 

Alginate displayed significantly larger pores (30-74µm) and lowest storage moduli 350 

(0.4-8.6x105 Pa) than both the synthetic hydrogels investigated (Supplementary Fig. 351 
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1A & B). L-pNIPAM displayed significantly larger pores (5.6-25µm) and lower storage 352 

moduli (0.18-2.8x107 Pa) than L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc (Supplementary Fig. 1A & B). L-353 

pNIPAM-co-DMAc displayed the smallest pore sizes (1.5-30µm) and highest storage 354 

moduli (1-5x107 Pa) indicating this was the stiffest of the three hydrogels 355 

investigated (Supplementary Fig. 1A & B). 356 

3.2. Metabolic activity of Caco-2 cells in three hydrogel scaffolds 357 

3.2.1. Alginate hydrogel scaffold 358 

Under static layered culture conditions, there was a significant decrease in cell 359 

metabolic activity of Caco-2 cells between day 0 and 2, when grown on alginate 360 

(P≤0.05) (Fig. 1A). Thereafter metabolic activity was significantly increased between 361 

day 2 to 14 (P≤0.05) (Fig. 1A). Likewise, when Caco-2 cells were suspended in 362 

alginate and cultured under static conditions, there was a decreased metabolic 363 

activity from day 0 and 7, which was then followed by a significant increase in 364 

metabolic cell activity from day 2 and day 7 to day 14 and 21 (P≤0.05) (Fig. 1B). In 365 

contrast, under dynamic culture conditions, there was an increase in metabolic cell 366 

activity in Caco2 cells between day 0 and 7 when layered on the alginate, followed 367 

by a decrease in metabolic cell activity from day 7 to 21 which failed to reach 368 

significance (Fig. 1C). No significant difference in metabolic cell activity during the 369 

initial 7 days of culture when the Caco-2 cells were suspended within alginate, this 370 

was then followed by a significant increase in metabolic cell activity from day 7 to 21 371 

under dynamic culture (P≤0.05) (Fig. 1D). Across the culture conditions following 3 372 

weeks a significant decrease in metabolic activity was observed in Caco-2 cells 373 

layered on the surface of alginate cultured under dynamic conditions compared to 374 

static conditions (P≤0.05)(Fig.1A-1C). Whilst cells cultured under dynamic culture in 375 
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suspension showed an increase in metabolic activity compared to layered cultures 376 

under dynamic conditions (P≤0.05)(Fig. 1C-1D). 377 

3.2.2. L-pNIPAM hydrogel scaffold 378 

When Caco2 cells were cultured as layers on the surface of L-pNIPAM hydrogel 379 

scaffolds under either static or dynamic culture, there was no change in metabolic 380 

cell activity from day 0 to 2. This was followed by a significant increase in metabolic 381 

cell activity from day 7 to 21 (P≤0.05) (Fig.1E & G). In contrast, when Caco-2 cells 382 

were suspended in L-pNIPAM and cultured under either static or dynamic conditions 383 

there was a significant decrease in metabolic cell activity (P≤0.05) (Fig. 1F & H). 384 

Across the culture conditions following 3 weeks a significant decrease in metabolic 385 

activity was seen in Caco-2 cells suspended in L-pNIPAM compared to layered cells 386 

under both static and dynamic culture (P≤0.05)(Fig. 1E-1H).  387 

3.2.3. L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogel scaffold 388 

Under both static and dynamic culture conditions, there was a significant increase in 389 

metabolic cell activity from day 0 when Caco-2 cells were layered on the L-pNIPAM-390 

co-DMAc (P≤0.05) (Fig. 1I & K). However, when Caco-2 cells were suspended within 391 

L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc there was a significant decrease in metabolic cell activity, under 392 

both static and dynamic cultures conditions (P≤0.05) (Fig. 1J & L). Across the culture 393 

conditions following 3 weeks a significant decrease in metabolic activity was seen in 394 

Caco-2 cells suspended in L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc compared to layered cells under 395 

both static and dynamic culture (P≤0.05)(Fig. 1I-1L). 396 

3.2.4. Comparison of metabolic activity between three hydrogel systems. 397 

Caco-2 cells cultured under static conditions in layers displayed no significant 398 

difference in metabolic activity following 3 weeks (Fig. 1). Whilst Caco-2 cells 399 
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cultured in suspension either under static or dynamic culture showed significantly 400 

higher metabolic activity in alginate culture compared to both L-pNIPAM and L-401 

pNIPAM-co-DMAc following 3 weeks (P<0.05)(Fig.1). In contrast, Caco-2 cells 402 

cultured in layers in dynamic culture showed highest metabolic activity in L-pNIPAM 403 

which was significantly higher than both L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc and alginate cultures 404 

following 3 weeks (P<0.05)(Fig.1). Furthermore, metabolic activity of Caco-2 cells 405 

cultured in layers on L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc under dynamic culture was significantly 406 

higher than cells cultured on alginate following 3 weeks (P<0.05)(Fig.1).  407 

3.3. Morphological and phenotypic assessment of Caco-2 cells cultured in 408 

hydrogel systems  409 

Caco-2 cells cultured in layers on alginate under either static or dynamic culture 410 

commonly formed multilayer spheroid structures (Fig. 2A). When cells were 411 

suspended within alginate they formed large cell clusters which had clearly defined 412 

nuclei by day 14 to 21 (Fig. 2A and Supplementary Fig. 2A). In contrast Caco-2 cells 413 

cultured as layers on the surface of L-pNIPAM under static culture conditions formed 414 

small multicellular layers, parallel to the surface of the hydrogel between day 14 and 415 

21 (Fig. 2A and Supplementary Fig. 2A). However, when Caco-2 cells were grown 416 

as layers on the surface of L-pNIPAM under dynamic culture conditions, these cells 417 

were found to migrate into the hydrogel by day 14 (Supplementary Fig. 2A) and then 418 

give rise to villus-like structures by day 21 (Fig. 2A).  419 

However, when Caco-2 cells were suspended in L-pNIPAM and maintained under 420 

either static or dynamic culture conditions cells showed poor nuclear morphology, 421 

consistent with non-viable cells (Fig. 2A). Similarly, when Caco-2 cells were 422 

suspended within L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc and maintained under both static and 423 
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dynamic culture, cells only formed a few small clusters of cells between day 14 and 424 

21. In contrast, Caco-2 cells grown as layers on the surface of L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc 425 

under static and dynamic conditions formed multi-cellular layers and villus-like 426 

structures (Fig. 2A and Supplementary Fig. 2A). 427 

To determine potential mucin production, samples were stained using alcian 428 

blue/PAS. Whilst all three hydrogels showed background staining for alcian blue, 429 

cellular structures within them could be easily distinguished, however due to the high 430 

levels of background staining for acidic mucins within all hydrogels, no increased 431 

staining over background was observed for acidic mucins. Within alginate scaffolds, 432 

cells were positive for neutral (pink) mucins in all culture conditions (Fig. 2B and 433 

Supplementary Fig. 2B). Immunohistochemical analysis of MUC2 and MUC5AC 434 

showed Caco-2 cells did not express MUC2 and MUC5AC mucins in monolayer 435 

culture (0 hr cytospin), or in cells cultured as layers or suspended in all three 436 

hydrogels under either static or dynamic culture (Supplementary Fig. 3A, B, and C).  437 

From this analysis, L-pNIPAM was selected for further phenotypically analysis due to 438 

the superior morphological appearance and mucin production. To determine the 439 

level of Caco-2 cellular differentiation, the expression of three brush border 440 

enzymes, together with enterocyte brush border marker and a tight junction protein 441 

were investigated. Immunopositivity for CD10, ZO-1, ALP, DPP IV and SI were seen 442 

in monolayer cultures (0 hr cytospin) and on the cell surface of all Caco-2 cells 443 

layered on L-pNIPAM maintained under either static or dynamic culture (Fig. 3).  444 

3.4. Scanning electron microscopy of Caco-2 cells  445 

SEM analysis of Caco-2 cell cultures in layers on the surface of L-pNIPAM and L-446 

pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogel scaffolds was performed (Fig. 4A & B). Under static and 447 
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dynamic culture conditions Caco-2 cells layered on L-pNIPAM formed 448 

comprehensive multi-layer clusters of cells which often gave rise to villi-like 449 

structures by day 21 (Fig. 4A and Supplementary Fig. 5). Close examination of the 450 

edges of these cell clusters showed the presence of microvilli brush borders. 451 

Surprisingly, layered Caco-2 cells when spread on the surface of L-pNIPAM-co-452 

DMAc under static and dynamic culture conditions, covered the entire surface of the 453 

scaffold (Fig. 4B and Supplementary Fig. 5). As can be seen no cell controls which 454 

were cultured in media for the same 3 week duration do not display any of these 455 

cellular like structures demonstrating these features are specific to those hydrogels 456 

containing cells (Fig. 4). 457 

3.5. Metabolic activity of HT29-MTX cells in three hydrogel scaffolds 458 

3.5.1. Alginate hydrogel scaffold 459 

Under static culture conditions, a significant increase in metabolic cell activity was 460 

observed between 0 and 21 days when HT29-MTX cells were layered on alginate 461 

(P≤0.05) (Fig. 5A). However, when HT29-MTX cells were suspended within alginate, 462 

a significant decrease in metabolic cell activity between day 0 and 21 (P≤0.05) (Fig. 463 

5B). In contrast, under dynamic culture conditions, there was a significant increase in 464 

metabolic cell activity between day 0 and 7, 14 and 21, when HT29-MTX cells were 465 

layered on alginate (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5C). Whereas HT29-MTX cells when suspended 466 

within alginate showed a significant decrease in metabolic cell activity between day 0 467 

and 2, which was followed by a significant increase in metabolic cell activity at day 468 

21 (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5D). Across the culture conditions following 3 weeks a significant 469 

decrease in metabolic activity was observed in HT29-MTX cells suspended 470 

compared to those layered on the surface and cultured under static conditions 471 
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(P≤0.05) (Fig. 5A-1B). Whilst cells cultured under dynamic layered culture showed 472 

an increase in metabolic activity when compared to static layered conditions 473 

(P≤0.05) (Fig. 5A-1C). 474 

3.5.2. L-pNIPAM hydrogel scaffold 475 

Under static culture conditions, when HT29-MTX cells were layered on or suspended 476 

in L-pNIPAM there was a significant decrease in metabolic cell activity observed 477 

between day 0 and 2, followed by a significant increase in metabolic cell activity 478 

between day 7 and 21 (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5E and 5F). Under dynamic culture conditions, 479 

initially there was a significant decrease in metabolic cell activity detected from 0 to 2 480 

days (P≤0.05); followed by a significant increase in metabolic cell activity from day 2 481 

to 21 (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5G & 5H). Across the culture conditions following 3 weeks a 482 

significant difference in metabolic activity was seen in HT29-MTX cells suspended in 483 

L-pNIPAM compared to layered cells under both static and dynamic culture (P≤0.05) 484 

(Fig. 5E-5H). 485 

3.5.3. L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogel scaffold 486 

Under static culture conditions, a significant increase in metabolic cell activity was 487 

observed at all time points where HT29-MTX cells were layered on L-pNIPAM-co-488 

DMAc (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5I). In contrast, a significant increase in metabolic cell activity 489 

was observed from day 2 to 7 followed by a significant decrease in metabolic cell 490 

activity from day 7 to 21 when HT29-MTX cells were suspended in L-pNIPAM-co-491 

DMAc (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5J). Under dynamic culture conditions, when HT29-MTX cells 492 

were layered on L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc there was a significant increase in metabolic 493 

cell activity from day 0 to 7 (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5K). Whereas, when HT29-MTX cells were 494 

suspended within L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc and maintained under dynamic culture 495 
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conditions, there was a significant increase in metabolic cell activity following 14 496 

days in culture (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5L). Across the culture conditions following 3 weeks a 497 

HT29-MTX cells displayed significantly higher metabolic activity when cultured 498 

layered in static conditions compared to suspended in L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc under 499 

static conditions or layered under dynamic conditions (P≤0.05) (Fig. 5I-5L). 500 

3.5.4. Comparison of metabolic activity between three hydrogel systems. 501 

HT29-MTX cells cultured under static conditions in layers displayed no significant 502 

difference in metabolic activity following 3 weeks (Fig. 5). Whilst HT29-MTX cells 503 

cultured in suspension either under static or dynamic culture showed significantly 504 

higher metabolic activity in L-pNIPAM compared to both alginate and L-pNIPAM-co-505 

DMAc following 3 weeks (P<0.05) (Fig.5). In contrast, HT29-MTX cells cultured in 506 

layers in dynamic culture showed highest metabolic activity in alginate which was 507 

significantly higher than both L-pNIPAM and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc cultures following 508 

3 weeks (P<0.05) (Fig.5).  509 

3.6. Morphological and phenotypic assessment of HT29-MTX cells cultured in 510 

hydrogel systems 511 

HT29-MTX cells cultured in layers on alginate under either static or dynamic culture 512 

conditions formed multilayer spheroids following 14 days (Supplementary Fig. 4A), 513 

which continuously enlarged over the 21 days of culture (Fig. 6A). However, 514 

multilayers of HT29-MTX cells were observed when cells were layered on alginate 515 

hydrogel scaffolds under static and dynamic culture at day 21 (Supplementary Fig. 516 

3A and Fig. 6A). In contrast, HT29-MTX cells layered on L-pNIPAM under static and 517 

dynamic culture conditions at day 14 and 21, accumulated as multilayers of cells and 518 

formed villus-like structures. This differed considerably to suspended HT29-MTX 519 
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cells, which migrated to the surface of L-pNIPAM and formed a multilayer of cells 520 

under static conditions propagating the formation of villus-like structures under 521 

dynamic conditions (Supplementary Fig. 4A and Fig. 6A). As a result by day 21, well-522 

developed mucosal-like layers formed when HT29-MTX cells were layered on and 523 

suspended in L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc under both static and dynamic culture conditions 524 

(Supplementary Fig. 4A and Fig. 6A). 525 

HT29-MTX cells grown for 21 days on and in the three hydrogel systems under 526 

dynamic and static culture differentiated to form mucus-producing goblet-like cells, 527 

(Supplementary Fig. 4B and Fig. 6B). Whilst background staining for acidic mucins 528 

was again high in no cell controls, clear increases in intensity for acidic mucins were 529 

observed around cells in all cultures of HT29-MTX cells (Fig. 6). Although acidic and 530 

neutral mucins were secreted by the HT29-MTX cells in all cultures the secretion 531 

patterns varied. In alginate, acidic and neutral mucins were secreted in all culture 532 

conditions at day 14 and 21 (Supplementary Fig. 4B and Fig. 6B). Increased 533 

secretion of acidic mucins over neutral mucins were observed in L-pNIPAM hydrogel 534 

scaffolds, additionally mucus covered the HT29-MTX cells by day 21, in all culture 535 

conditions. Although the secretion of acidic mucin was observed in HT29-MTX cells 536 

layered on and suspended in L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc, neutral mucins were also 537 

detected after day 21, under both static and dynamic culture (Supplementary Fig. 4B 538 

and Fig. 6B). 539 

Immunopositivity for MUC2 and MUC5AC was observed in control cytospun HT29-540 

MTX cells grown in monolayer. Higher levels of MUC2 immunopositivity was seen in 541 

HT29-MTX cells cultured in layers on alginate scaffolds compared to those 542 

suspended within alginate (Fig. 7A). Interestingly HT29-MTX cells cultured on or in 543 

L-pNIPAM hydrogel scaffolds showed some immunopositivity for MUC2 and a high 544 
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level of immunopositivity for MUC5AC (Fig. 7B). Whereas HT29-MTX cells layered 545 

on and suspended within L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc under static and dynamic culture 546 

conditions displayed weak immunopositivity for MUC2 with high immunopositivity for 547 

MUC5AC (Fig. 7C). 548 

3.7. Scanning electron microscopy of HT29-MTX cells  549 

SEM analysis of HT29-MTX cells suspended within and layered on L-pNIPAM and L-550 

pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogel scaffolds under static and dynamic culture conditions at 551 

21 days, showed the presence of cells within or on the surface of the hydrogel. 552 

Although HT29-MTX cells were suspended within L-pNIPAM and L-pNIPAM-co-553 

DMAc hydrogel scaffolds, cells migrated to the surface of the hydrogels, where cells 554 

formed circular clusters of cells when cultured under static and dynamic culture 555 

conditions. It was found that the HT29-MTX cells layered on the hydrogels under 556 

both static and dynamic conditions, covered the hydrogels (Fig. 8A, B, and 557 

Supplementary Fig. 5). 558 

4. Discussion 559 

The human intestinal Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells have been utilized as in vitro 560 

models of enterocytes and goblet cells, respectively [30]. Here, three hydrogel 561 

systems were investigated to determine which would support 3D culture of Caco-2 562 

and HT29-MTX cells, and give rise to the villus architecture of the small intestine in 563 

vitro. Previous studies have reported the importance of culture conditions in the 564 

differentiation and functionality of cells [2,31,32]. Thus, here we compared cell 565 

behaviour in a softer alginate versus stiffer synthetic non-biodegradable scaffolds 566 

developed in our laboratory [26–28]; and compared cells cultured in suspension or 567 

as layers and maintained under static versus dynamic culture conditions.  568 
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Long-term static culture has been shown to contribute to decreased cell viability and 569 

extracellular matrix production [32], thus, we utilized an orbital shaker as a simple 570 

way to simulate dynamic culture conditions. This study showed that not only the 571 

static or dynamic culture conditions impacted on the metabolic activity of Caco-2 and 572 

HT29-MTX cells, but also the cellular localization within or on the three hydrogels 573 

affected metabolic activity and tissue architecture.  574 

To characterize the 3D culture models in vitro, metabolic activity of Caco-2 and 575 

HT29-MTX cells were assessed within the three hydrogel scaffolds. The natural 576 

biodegradable scaffold: calcium cross-linked alginate, maintained the metabolic 577 

activity of Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells for 21 days in some of the culture conditions 578 

and induced formation of cell spheroids. In contrast, the metabolic activity was 579 

decreased when Caco-2 cells were layered on alginate and cultured under dynamic 580 

culture and when HT29-MTX cells were suspended within alginate and cultured 581 

under static culture conditions. These differences between Caco-2 and HT29-MTX 582 

cells may be attributed to differential expression or properties of cell receptors. 583 

Simon-Assmann et al (1994) and Orian-Rousseau et al (1998), demonstrated that 584 

Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells produced different types of integrins, and that this could 585 

affect how these cells grow in culture [33,34]. Simon-Assmann et al (1994) showed 586 

that undifferentiated and differentiated HT29 cell populations cultured on laminin 587 

produced different laminin-binding integrins and grew differently under identical 588 

culture conditions [33]. These differences in integrins may in part explain the 589 

difference in the growth seen in the HT29-MTX and Caco-2 cells observed in this 590 

current study. In addition, the mechanical properties of alginate may also impact on 591 

cell proliferation, differentiation, and morphological organisation [35]. The mechanical 592 

properties of alginate are time dependent, the strength of alginate decreases 593 
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gradually during the first few weeks culture, due to the loss of calcium ions and the 594 

production of extracellular matrix by the cultured cells [36].     595 

Taken together, the variable metabolic activity and spheroid morphology observed 596 

when Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells were cultured in alginate, could in part be a result 597 

of the poor stability and changing properties seen in alginate; when used as a 3D 598 

scaffold in long term cell culture. Scaffold stability would be essential to maintain 599 

cells demanding stability and time to produce their own matrix  [37], alginate was 600 

shown to have low storage moduli indicating a soft hydrogel and thus could have 601 

impacted on stability with time [38].  602 

Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells are sensitive to calcium and express the calcium 603 

sensing receptor [39,40] the main effects of calcium on these cells appear to be on 604 

cellular migration [41] and adhesion molecules [42]. Transepithelial electrical 605 

resistance (TEER) values increased in Caco-2 cells treated with 1.6mM Ca2+ for 1 hr 606 

[39]. However, within alginate cultures with the exception of the 10 minute 607 

polymerisation time, where cells are exposed within the alginate to 200mM CaCl2, 608 

the Ca2+ is bound within the alginate as a cross linker as is not freely accessible to 609 

cells. During the preparation of alginate, following polymerisation the alginate is 610 

washed with NaCl and media, and media is changed every 48hrs, thus any 611 

remaining free Ca2+ would be rapidly removed. Chan et al., (2013) demonstrated that 612 

in alginate which was unwashed following polymerisation 50% of the Ca2+ was 613 

released into the media over the first 10hrs [43]. Thus following the 3 weeks of 614 

culture in this study and extensive washes following polymerisation, limited free Ca2+ 615 

would be available for cellular uptake. In the bound form Ca2+ may be involved in 616 

activation of the Ca2+ sensing receptor but due to its bound form is unlikely to be 617 
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able to be taken up into cells and thus at the later time points of 2 and 3 weeks of 618 

culture it is unlikely to have had a major effect on the cellular behaviour. 619 

Here, we investigated the capacity of synthetic, non-biodegradable, non-fabricated, 620 

cross-linked network structures which are highly hydrated and similar to the native 621 

microenvironment of the small intestine to determine their ability to provide the 622 

mechanical support for cellular proliferation and differentiation. Interestingly, the 623 

phenotype of Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells were similar in L-pNIPAM and L-pNIPAM-624 

co-DMAc. The metabolic activity of Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells were increased 625 

when layered on these hydrogels under both static and dynamic culture; with both 626 

cell lines shown to form villus-like structures under dynamic culture. The observed 627 

increases in metabolic activity and formation of the villus-like structure under 628 

dynamic culture conditions, may be due to the flow of nutrients and oxygen over 629 

cells, the fluid flow induced in these cultures will mimic the fluid flow of nutrients in 630 

the small intestine. This efficient delivery of nutrients and oxygen enabled Caco-2 631 

and HT29-MTX cells to reorganize into 3D villus-like structures that remained viable 632 

for the 21 days investigated. Furthermore, these synthetic hydrogels also provided a 633 

hydrated space for the diffusion of nutrients and metabolites to and from the Caco-2 634 

and HT29-MTX cells. Thus stimulating the production of extracellular matrix (ECM) 635 

and increasing cell adhesion. Caco-2 cells are known to increase cell-cell adhesion 636 

through the production of E-cadherin-actin complexes [44], and shown to adhere to 637 

decellularized scaffolds, and form villus-like structures when grown under dynamic 638 

culture conditions [2].  639 

In our synthetic hydrogel models, when Caco-2 cells were suspended within either L-640 

pNIPAM or L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc the metabolic activity of cells was reduced, 641 

compared to alginate. It seems possible that these decreases in metabolic activity 642 
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were due to reduced nutrient diffusion through the synthetic hydrogels, this is 643 

supported by the decreased pore size and increased stiffness seen in these 644 

synthetic hydrogels. This finding, however is contrary to our previous study with 645 

mesenchymal stem cells, which had excellent metabolic activity and cell 646 

differentiation within L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc [28]. These differences in metabolic activity 647 

within the hydrogel may reflect the relatively higher metabolic rate of the Caco-2 cells 648 

compared to mesenchymal stem cells. This leads to the suggestion that Caco-2 cells 649 

are more sensitive to reduced nutrient supply and/or diffusion of waste material when 650 

suspended within either L-pNIPAM or L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc. In addition, there are 651 

many parameters which can influence cell behaviour in 3D synthetic scaffolds such 652 

as crosslinking density, porosity, and biodegradability [45]. Mechanical properties of 653 

biomaterials have been shown previously to drive differentiation of cells. For 654 

example, Baker et al (2009) found that the stiffness of the extracellular matrix plays 655 

an important role in increasing the intracellular mechanical properties of prostate 656 

cancer cells when mixed with different concentrations of type I collagen matrix [46]. 657 

Thus the differential stiffness seen within these systems could explain at least in part 658 

the behaviour of cells within this study.  659 

Mucins are an intrinsic part of the small intestinal niche, and these proteins give rise 660 

to an adherent mucus layer that coat the intestinal mucosa [47]. Mucins provide 661 

protection against pathogens and auto digestion, and act as a medium for digestion 662 

and absorption [47,48]. In vivo MUC2 and MUC5AC mucins are secreted and gel-663 

forming mucin types and are expressed by intestinal cells to variable amounts [49–664 

51]. MUC2 is highly expressed in goblet cells of the small intestine and colon [52]; 665 

whereas MUC5AC is not normally expressed in the small and large intestinal 666 

mucosa, and are mainly expressed in the stomach [50,51]. Within our hydrogel 667 
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models, immunohistochemical analysis showed that MUC2 and MUC5AC were not 668 

expressed by Caco-2 cells under any culture conditions. The expression of MUC5AC 669 

gene has been previously observed in Caco-2 cells, however this was measured by 670 

qRT-PCR and was not measured as protein production [52].  671 

In the HT29-MTX cells, our results showed production of MUC2 and MUC5AC when 672 

cultured in and on L-pNIPAM or L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc under static or dynamic 673 

cultures. Our findings indicated a modification of predominantly MUC2 production to 674 

mostly MUC5AC in the HT29-MTX cells. This switching in mucin phenotype is 675 

common with formation of tumours and can be attributed to changes in the cell niche 676 

[47], thus the switching seen in the current study may be due to the fact that HT29-677 

MTX cells are derived from human colon adenocarcinoma. During gastrointestinal 678 

cancers there is often an up-regulation of the more viscous and protective MUC5AC 679 

during disease progression especially were auto digestion can occur [53].  680 

In this study, we have shown that the cell morphology varied dramatically between 681 

the three in vitro systems and indeed the native small intestinal epithelium. However, 682 

it was clear that the cell morphology was greatly influenced by the 3D 683 

microenvironment; with the presence of villus like structures being more common 684 

when cells were cultured on the surface of L-pNIPAM and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc 685 

under dynamic culture conditions.  686 

Immunohistochemical analysis showed the presence of CD10 and ZO-1 which 687 

confirmed the brush border and tight junction expression, respectively when Caco-2 688 

cells were layered on L-pNIPAM under static and dynamic culture conditions.               689 

Despite the colonic origins of Caco-2 cells, when grown on L-pNIPAM they 690 

expressed small intestinal digestive enzymes sucrase-isomatlase, dipeptidyl 691 
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peptidase IV and alkaline phosphatase. Previous studies, have also shown 692 

differentiation of Caco-2 cells into enterocyte-like cells, which mimic the cells of the 693 

small intestine [15,54,55]. However, it is important to note that not all Caco-2 cells 694 

produced sucrase-isomatlase, this may be due to the early passage of Caco-2 cells 695 

used in this study. This patchy expression of sucrase-isomaltase has been shown to 696 

vary in Caco-2 cells depending on the passage number [56]. Hence, we show that L-697 

pNIPAM not only stimulates Caco-2 differentiation in both culture conditions but also 698 

maintained expression of enzymes which were expressed in monolayer. These 699 

results propose a positive communication between the L-pNIPAM and the Caco-2 700 

cells. These finding are in agreement with the previous studies which showed an 701 

increase in alkaline phosphatase activity when Caco-2 cells grown as a monolayer 702 

on polycarbonate filters [13] and when co-cultured with HT29-MTX cells on silk 703 

scaffolds [57]. Similarly, Caco-2 cells cultured on the extracellular matrix proteins 704 

(collagen type I and the basement membrane components collagen type IV and 705 

laminin) also showed that the activity of alkaline phosphatase, dipeptidase II and 706 

sucrase-isomaltase were significantly higher in cells grown on laminin or collagen 707 

type IV than cells grown on collagen type I for one week after confluence as a result 708 

of the effect of extracellular matrix proteins on the differentiation phenotype [55].  709 

SEM analysis further confirmed Caco-2 differentiation when cultured in layers on L-710 

pNIPAM under static and dynamic culture conditions. The results revealed the typical 711 

finger-like projections at the apical surface of Caco-2 cells layered on L-pNIPAM 712 

suggesting differentiation and formation of microvilli. Caco-2 cells spread and 713 

covered the surface of L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc under static and dynamic culture. It 714 

seems possible that these differences in the morphological characteristics could be 715 

due to differences in mechanical stiffness of these synthetic hydrogels [26,27].  716 
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This study, reports for the first time that synthetic non-biodegradable hydrogels could 717 

be used as scaffolds for Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells. The most effective scaffold 718 

which supported both cell lines and induced the formation of the optimal villus like 719 

structures was L-pNIPAM when cells were layered on the surface and cultured under 720 

dynamic conditions. Despite these promising findings, future work is required to 721 

investigate the capacity of the L-pNIPAM as a scaffold to co-culture Caco-2 and 722 

HT29-MTX cells under dynamic culture conditions to develop a 3D model of the 723 

small intestinal epithelium. 724 

5. Conclusion 725 

Here, we have shown that Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells were successfully layered on 726 

L-pNIPAM hydrogel scaffolds under dynamic culture conditions which supported the 727 

3D culture of these cells and stimulated them to form villus-like structures, 728 

maintained differentiation into enterocyte-like cells and mucus-producing goblet cells, 729 

respectively which expressed phenotypic markers that mimicked the native small 730 

intestinal epithelium. Thus, L-pNIPAM has the potential to deliver a 3D culture of 731 

Caco-2 and HT29-MTX cells which is promising for further investigation and 732 

characterisation of 3D in vitro co-culture model which could be used in drug 733 

discovery, and studies investigating inflammatory bowel disease and used as an 734 

alternative to in vivo animal models in drug toxicity studies.     735 
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Figure Legends: 747 

Figure 1:  Viability of Caco-2 cells at a cell density of 2×10
6
 cells/ml layered on or 748 

suspended within alginate: A, B, C, D; L-pNIPAM: E, F, G, H; L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc: I, 749 

J, K, L following 21 days under static and dynamic culture conditions .*p = ≤ 0.05. 750 

Figure 2: Histological analysis of Caco-2 cells layered on or suspended within 751 

alginate, L-pNIPAM, and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogels under static or dynamic 752 

culture conditions at a cell density of 2×10
6
 cells/ml following 21 days. A: stained with 753 

H&E (circles indicate villus like structures) and B: stained with Alcian blue/PAS, blue: 754 

acidic mucin (black arrows); magenta: neutral mucin (red arrows). Scale bar = 755 

100µm.  756 

 757 

Figure 3: Immunohistochemistry staining (brown) for CD10, ZO-1, Alkaline 758 

phosphatase (ALP), Dipeptidyl peptidase IV (DPP IV), and Sucrase-isomaltase (SI) 759 

of Caco-2 cells in 0h monolayer and Caco-2 cells layered on L-pNIPAM under static 760 

or dynamic culture conditions at a cell density of 2×106 cells/ml following 21 day. Cell 761 

nuclei were stained with haematoxylin (blue). Yellow arrows indicate positively 762 

stained cells. IgGs as a negative control. Scale bar = 100µm. 763 
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 764 

Figure 4: Scanning electron microscopy of Caco-2 cells layered on A: L-pNIPAM-; 765 

B: L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogels under static or dynamic culture conditions at a cell 766 

density of 2×106 cells/ml following 21 days. White arrows indicate microvilli 767 

structures. Scale bar = 200µm, 30µm, or 100µm, 50µm. 768 

 769 

Figure 5: Viability of HT29-MTX cells at a cell density of 2×106 cells/ml layered on or 770 

suspended within alginate: A, B, C, D; L-pNIPAM: E, F, G, H; L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc: 771 

I,J,K,L following 21 days under static or dynamic culture conditions .*p = ≤ 0.05. 772 

 773 

Figure 6: Histological analysis of HT29-MTX cells layered on or suspended within 774 

alginate, L-pNIPAM, and L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogels under static or dynamic 775 

culture conditions at a cell density of 2×106 cells/ml following 21 days. A: stained with 776 

H&E (circles indicate villus like structures) and B: stained with Alcian blue/PAS, blue: 777 

acidic mucin (black arrows); magenta: neutral mucin (red arrows). Scale bar = 778 

100µm.  779 

 780 

Figure 7: Immunohistochemistry staining (brown) of MUC2 and MUC5AC; A: 781 

monolayer and IgG as a negative control. HT29-MTX cells layered on or suspended 782 

within B: alginate, C: L-pNIPAM, and D: L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogels under static 783 

or dynamic culture conditions at a cell density of 2×106 cells/ml following 21 days. 784 

Cell nuclei were stained with haematoxylin (blue). Yellow arrows indicate positively 785 

stained cells. Scale bar = 100µm. 786 

 787 
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Figure 8: Scanning electron micrographs of HT29-MTX cells layered on or 788 

suspended within A: L-pNIPAM and B: L-pNIPAM-co-DMAc hydrogels under static or 789 

dynamic culture conditions at a cell density of 2×106 cells/ml following 21 days. 790 

White circles indicate clusters of cells. Scale bar A = 200µm or 30µm; B= 100µm or 791 

50µm. 792 

 793 

 794 

  795 
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